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Since 2014, Intelligent Entertainment has been creating unique 

immersive entertainment experiences for mass audiences. The 

company, through its escape room brand The MindTrap, man-

aged to conquer the southeast European market, opening escape 

room venues in many locations. Through The MindTrap, Intelligent 

Entertainment has created more than 60 different escape room 

scenarios, implemented breathtaking experiences, introduced live 

performances by actors, applied advanced and cutting-edge ef-

fects and technologies. The dawn of the decade finds the compa-

ny introducing The Maze, which is a combo entertainment solution 

that offers a remarkable experience to customers and maximizes 

profit for owners.

Based in a 1.200 square meter manufactory in Thessaloniki, Greece, 

Intelligent Entertainment and a squad consisted of  carpenters, 

electrical engineers, artists, stage directors, game writers, graphic 

designers, marketing & communications  experts daily produce 

exceptional entertainment results, and also administrates its fran-

chise network with breakthrough sales & marketing strategies that 

keep the company on top of the entertainment industry.



Our team is consisted of carpenters, electrical engineers, paint-

ers, set designers & gameplay writers. Our experience in the in-

dustry give us an excellent know-how on how to create unique 

pieces of game props. All of the material you get is handmade, 

well-thought and created complying with all the CE Markings & 

EU constructional standards.



OUR LOCATIONS

INDIA
GREECE

TURKEY

NORTH MACEDONIA

U.S.A.

BELGIUM

GERMANY



ESCAPE ROOMS



Over the past 6 years, the MindTrap – Escape Rooms, has been a protagonist in 
the field of immersive entertainment. The MindTrap is the leading escape game 
company in South Europe. Over the course of the past 6 years, The MindTrap has 
developed a franchise network of 14 venues and created 104 different escape room 
scenarios, constantly providing customers of all ages with a remarkable immersive 
experience. The MindTrap Headquarters and Manufactory Lab are based in Thes-
saloniki, Greece. Aside from the escape games production, our company constantly 
develops our sales & marketing strategies so that our venues can always remain on 
top of the competition. All in all, at The MindTrap we can unfold a business world 
full of creativity, excitement and remarkable revenues to you. 
 
Having developed and accelerated our means of production, we are in a prime 
position to expand our games overseas. Apart from setting up a full The MindTrap 
Franchise package to you, we can always create an escape room with all the  nec-
essary props & constructions all tailored upon your needs, or even provide you, in 
rare circumstances, with all the necessary documents & how to ‘s in order to create 
the room by your own means at your existing venue. Have a look at our rooms & 
services catalogue and contact us. We are sure that we have a solution for you. We 
work on one single principle: To create awesome experiences for the customer that 
transforms to awesome revenues.



OPERATIONS SOFTWARE
Οur games come along with a cutting-edge automated hint system. 
We wire all the small compartments and shelves, drawers and doors. 
That all end up to our backend system that is continuously watch-
ing the teams’ progress and generates hints and clues with precision 
and accuracy. The hints, as well as the sum of interactions between 
the customers and the room progress occur on a touch-screen inter-
face inside the room. Our operations software can extend to man-
age sounds, special effects and all sorts of effects taking place in the 
game. Our model will excite your visitors and save you time and mon-
ey, as you will only need one person to to overview through the CCTV 
system!



WHAT YOU GET

• Original Game Scenario
• Special Game Constructions (primarily made of wood & 
    metal)
• Electronic Props & Effects (all electronic components 
    and wiring used bear the CE marking)
• Themed Wall Scenery (styrofoam & artistic features)
• Padlocks
• Special Effects Devices
• CCTV Equipment
• Computers & Monitors
• Decoration & Furniture
• Door-to-door Shipping
• Staff Transport & Accommodation

All we need is a floorplan of your venue. We will design the result,
create it and install it for you at your space. What we offer:

*Includes 1-year support & guarantee

• 2D/3D Venue Designs, floorplans & Electrical Plans
• Game Documents, Game Plans, Flow Charts
• Puzzle & Riddle Graphic Designs
• Game Multimedia (soundtrack, sound library, visual 
    effects)
• Operations Software
• Software Operation Manuals
• Device Manuals
• Game, maintenance & troubleshooting manuals
• Spare Parts
• Six-month replacement guarantee for all game props
• Staff Training

STANDARD SOLUTION

Our standard solution in simple words: We con-
ceptualize, create the escape rooms and install them 
to your space. Before we arrive to your venue, you 
should prepare the space according to the plans 
delivered by us. The escape rooms will be operating 
under your business trademark.



• Trademark sign
• Venue Identity: Staff outfits, venue billboards & interior deco-  
    ration, Digital printing on PVC tarpaulin (5mm)
• Merchandise items, solutions & designs
• Multimedia (photo/video/graphic designs) library for promo-
    tional purposes
• Offline Material: Flyer & Catalogue Designs
• TV Screens, Tablets (bearing the CE marking)
• 2 X Information kiosk for reception hall (or more upon request). 
• Venue signage
• Responsive Website & Online Booking System
• Sales & Marketing plans / guides.

PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS

PARTNERSHIP SOLUTION

Partnership solution in simple words: In addition with the escape rooms creation 
(that takes place similarly with the standard solution), we deliver you with a ready 
to go branding option of our escape room brand, The MindTrap.

*The MindTrap is our escape room branch venue. Located in 14 venues around 
Greece, The MindTrap became a unique destination for hundreds of thousands. 
The MindTrap has given us a prime insight view of the industry, as we are not 
only in the position to construct the games; we run them too.



Category

Adventure, Action

Suggested size

50m2

Game Duration

70’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure

Suggested size

45m2

Game Duration

70’

Difficulty

80%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure, Fantasy, 
Mystery

Suggested size

40m2

Game Duration

70’

Difficulty

75%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure, Fantasy, 
Castle

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

75%

Players

2-6

The Great Pharaoh’s pyramid is a true legend rumbling through the centuries. The ancient papyrus that you found shows the 
pyramid’s location. Is it true? Will you manage to find what has been lying buried under the desert sand? Travel yourselves 
in an ancient Egyptian pyramid where crypts, riddles and traps all work to keep you away from exposing the big secret. Be 
careful though; Some secrets might be better to stay buried forever!

The legendary captain Blackbeard has plundered numerous ships, arrest many slaves and collect uncountable expensive 
jewelry. The day has come, that his bad luck made him lose all his crew in a sea battle. Only one member of the crew, One-
eyed Jack and you, a team of captured slaves, are the ones who survived. To stay alive, you have to find the secret cave where 
captain Blackbeard hides the items he collected, in order to use them in any way and escape! Take care! Neither the captain 
must become aware of you, nor the soldiers and enemies who try to steal the same items. Will you win this battle and win 
this adventure?

The powers of evil are growing stronger. A brave young magician is seeking for allies for his ultimate battle against the pow-
erful and demonic wizard. Having just graduated from the School of Wizards, you need to find all the answers hiding in your 
academy’s halls and equip yourselves for the battle against the evil!

King Idiron’s castle is in danger. Right in the Middle-ages, in a vast land of forests, mountains and castles, an attack from the 
evil lord Brautul has begun. An army of Ordrots, humanlike monsters has prevailed until Idiron’s castle. While the attack is on, 
you need to find the holy relic that is hidden in the castle and use it to destroy the army of Ordrots. A scenic and epic adven-
ture, coming straight out of fantasy books and a time  of war and battles.

PHARAOH’S TOMB

THE PIRATE SHIP SCHOOL OF WIZARDS

AGE OF KNIGHTS



Category

Adventure, Mystery, 
Crime

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

80%

Players

2-6

Category

Action, Spy, Mystery, 
Family Friendly

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

65%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure

Suggested size

45m2

Game Duration

70’

Difficulty

75%

Players

2-6

A secret dimension hiding the Elf Forest and the Rainbow Land is waiting for you. All you need to do is find a way to unlock 
the secret world and enter a stage full of dreamy scenes but also dangerous encounters. Try to get the secret recipe and 
come back before you get trapped in that dimension forever!

The death of the museum director has upset the Police. The most famous cryptologist cannot solve the mystery by himself. 
As a result, your teacher has assigned you, his best students, to help her out. Beware though; your quest to search for the 
truth might lead you to unexpected paths, hidden worlds and conspiracies!

Travel back in time for an outstanding war of spies. You have one clean shot to enter the camp of the Nazis and retrieve a map 
that will define the outcome of the war soon enough to save millions of lives. Can you become a spy and break free from the 
army headquarters of the enemy?

King Idiron’s castle is in danger. Right in the Middle-ages, in a vast land of forests, mountains and castles, an attack from the 
evil lord Brautul has begun. An army of Ordrots, humanlike monsters has prevailed until Idiron’s castle. While the attack is on, 
you need to find the holy relic that is hidden in the castle and use it to destroy the army of Ordrots. A scenic and epic adven-
ture, coming straight out of fantasy books and a time  of war and battles.

THE LOST KINGDOM

DA VINCI STALINGRAD

THE ART OF ESCAPE

Category

Fantasy, Mystery, 
Family Friendly

Suggested size

30m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6



How well can you perform while being captive? The high security prison you are being held at, seems a no way-out place. 
Can you challenge the wardens, the security and ultimately yourselves to work together and find a way out towards free-
dom? A brilliant gameplay that requires the best of you in order to succeed!

A young boy’s disappearance has disturbed the local community and you have decided to investigate the case. It takes you 
no time to realize that supernatural events are taking place right below your feet. A game between parallel dimensions, se-
cret labs and conspiracy theories in a retrospective scene that will make it hard for you to return to normality!

Your visit to Transylvania, as part of a real-estate agency mission, will turn out bad. A visit to the abandoned castle of a mon-
arch of the past, will get you trapped by evil powers in a medieval castle with spirits, voices and evil souls wandering around 
you. Your missions is to protect yourselves while wandering around the castle, find Count Dracula’s coffin and exterminate 
him before darkness comes!

Assemble the notes of the famous archeologist and begin a quest for a great discovery. The ancient Indian temple is hidden 
inside the wild jungle. Old traps are blocking the world to enter and explore its secrets. In this quest, you become true adven-
turers of the jungle in an unforgettable stage for all ages!

PRISON BREAK

UPSIDE DOWN DRACULA

THE TEMPLE OF DOOM

Category

Adventure, Prison, 
Action

Suggested size

30m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

4-6

Category

Adventure, Action, 
Family Friendly

Suggested size

40m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure, Fantasy, 
Dark

Suggested size

45m2

Game Duration

70’

Difficulty

75%

Players

4-6

Category

Adventure, Fantasy, 
Dark, Mystery

Suggested size

40m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

75%

Players

3-6



Category

Adventure, Fantasy, 
Mystery, Action

Suggested size

40m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6

Category

Horror, Dark,
Mystery

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

85%

Players

2-6

Category

Horror, Dark, Action

Suggested size

70m2

Game Duration

90’

Difficulty

85%

Players

2-6

Category

Adventure, Horror, 
Dark

Suggested size

30m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

80%

Players

4-6

Earth is in Danger. The servants of the Dark Lord are getting closer to find the secret artefact that will unlock  the doom of 
mankind. You need to engage yourselves on a from an old hiding place towards a massive volcano, in order to destroy the 
evil lord’s chances of revival. An epic adventure!

An experience above any expectation! A whole city haunted by an evil curse. Your team must wander around the ruins of the 
city, deal with all the spirits that haunt the place and break the curse while leaving the ruins unharmed! Breathtaking scenery 
and the best horror special effects will leave you breathless. 

THE PRECIOUS RING

THE CURSED CITY

You have been abducted and held in a place where blood, dirt and grease are covering everything. Before you even realize 
your situation, you get informed by the maniac who captured you, that he is about to slowly perform the most brutal acts of 
torture to you and your friends. Can you remain calm and fight your way out of a living hell?

The abandoned mansion you have decided to explore with your friends has a horrible secret. The house is possessed by the 
demonic spirit of a girl that died there 70 years ago. Can you encounter her evil spirit? A breathtaking dark scenery and clever 
puzzles consist of a fine horror escape experience!

JIGSAW

EVIL MANSION



The recently renovated Astoria Hotel awaits you at the old building of Englewood district. It is right where residents have 
been mysteriously disappearing one after another. You are a group of courageous travelers and you decide to visit and spend 
a night at its notorious old wards. What is hiding behind the walls and the curtains? Was visiting this hotel a wise decision? 
Now you have no other option than to find out…

HAUNTED HOTEL

A house, where a weird family once used to live in, has been abandoned for a long time. All the furniture and decoration 
seem to be untouched, just like back them. Your decision to enter the house and search for valuables is not a wise one. Mary’s 
spirit is haunting the house. Challenge your worst fears and break the evil curse! Can you remain silent and deal with it?

THE SILENCE OF THE DEAD

Category

Horror, Adventure, 
Crime

Suggested size

50m2

Game Duration

75’

Difficulty

80%

Players

2-6

Category

Action, Horror,
Mystery

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

75%

Players

2-6

Your quest for adventure has brought you upon a beautiful yet strange wooden box, with marvelous artwork carved on it, 
that looks like a vintage board game. Once you start playing with it, you realize that pure magic is coming out of it, the kind 
of magic that you will either use to save your lives or it will drag you inside the game. Each roll of the dice can change the 
nature of the game so be prepared for a series of unexpected tasks and outcomes! A game full of adrenaline!

JUNGLE BOOK

The London-based notorious detective has disappeared. His house at Baker Street is empty. Metropolitan Police is over-
whelmed; many cases remain unresolved because of his disappearance. What if the answers hide somewhere inside his 
house? Coded messages and intelligent mechanisms will lead you to the truth. Will you be able to save the greatest detec-
tive of all times?

BAKER STREET

Category

Fantasy, Mystery, 
Family Friendly

Suggested size

30m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6

Category

Crime, Adventure, 
Family

Suggested size

35m2

Game Duration

60’

Difficulty

70%

Players

2-6



 

 

 

 

• A fun and adventurous drinking quest.

• A real bar/pub scenery to feel like an actual night-out

• Ideal destination for friends, events, bachelor parties, birthdays 
& off-work team building events.

Duration:
60’

Capacity:
2-8 people

Size:
35m2

Difficulty:
75%

THE MYSTERIOUS PUB



Evil Mansion
Jigsaw

Silence Of The Dead
Haunted Hotel

The Jungle Book 
The Pirate Ship 

Dracula
Pharaoh’s Tomb

School Of Wizards
The Precious Ring 
Temple Of Doom

Age Of Knights
Upside Down 

The Lost Kingdom
Baker Street 

Art Of Escape
Da Vinci

Prison Break
Stalingrad

Cursed City
The Mysterious Pub

35
40
35
50
35
35
35
40
35
45
40
35
40
30
30
35
35
30
35
65

3
3
4
5
2
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
2
3
4
3
5

29.175,00
33.345,00
33.345,00
41.680,00
29.175,00
33.345,00
33.345,00
37.515,00
37.515,00
37.515,00
33.345,00
33.345,00
37.515,00
29.175,00
25.000,00
29.175,00
33.345,00
25.000,00
29.175,00
45.000,00

€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€

35 2 33.345,00 €

€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€
€ 
€

SQUARE
METERS

PRICE
LIST

NUMBER OF 
ROOMS: THE MINDTRAP ESCAPE ROOMS

AND PRICELIST
SCENARIOS

Additional Expenses



YOUR COMMITMENTS

Our escape rooms, will require some preparations from you 
prior to our arrival to install your new entertainment center. 
Specifically:

• the configuration of the reception and common areas, in ac-
cordance with the seller-designer’s suggestions.

• the venue’s electrical equipment, according to our floorplans 
and electrical plans finalized for you.

• the configuration of the room entrances and exits, windows, 
floors and the space’s walls/drywalls construction in general. 

• the transportation of waste produced in the course of works 
carried out, away from the business premises, or the presence 
of a waste bin outside the venue for as long our team installs 
the games to your venue.



ENTERTAINMENT LIKE 
NEVER SEEN BEFORE



“ “THE MAZE IS A NEW AND GROUNDBREAKING ENTERTAINMENT GAME 

 

EXPERIENCE. THE TEAM HAS TO PLAY THROUGH A SERIES OF INTERACTIVE 

TASKS THAT COMBINE FITNESS,

OBSERVATION, ACTION & HANDINESS. ALL WITHIN THE 500m2 OF THE 

SPACE ARENA AND THE MANY DIFFERENT ROOMS MISSIONS.



HOW IT IS PLAYED

• Inside the arena, the team can find the 
mission rooms. They will see a screen out-
side each mission. When the screen has 
a red indication, there is another team al-
ready playing inside. When the indication is 
green, the mission is available for the team 
to enter!

• When the team enters the room, a screen 
with a difficulty selection is available. Once 
difficulty is set, the time starts to count!

• The team must try to win the mission that 
has just started (3-6’). If succeed, they can 
move to a different one. If they fail, they can 
reset the difficulty and start again!

• The team can see live stats of their per-
formance in the main screens inside the 
arena. Using the wristband, their perfor-
mance details are passed on their pro-
files for personal & global leaderboard 
purposes.board purposes.

Each team member receives an RFID wristband. The wristband is 
used to open doors, operate props and saves the team’s prog-
ress & stats for leaderboard purposes.

WHO CAN PLAY
The game is suitable for all people and age groups.
There are no specific physical or other qualification for attendants, 
other than comfy outfit!

FAMILIES FRIENDS SCHOOLMATES

COMPANY COLLEAGUESBIRTHDAY PARTIES



GAME WRISTBANDS

• Each player gets a wristband. Each wristband 
connects with the player’s game profile. The wrist-
bands are also getting connected at a team level 
right before the game begins.
 
The  main purpose of the wristbands is to create a 
unique experience to the players. They will all have 
to use them to open doors or operate props if they 
want to carry on with the mission’s progress.
 
The wristbands also send live information about 
the game progress. Making it easy for customers 
to create & view leaderboards, and owners to use 
all the statistics for marketing purposes.

1. Game Experience: Open Doors – Operate Props 
 
2. Live Stats: Success Rate – Time Elapsed –
    Personalized Marketing

Unique, handy, elegant.



THE

The Maze operates with a unique software 
that takes advantage of all technical aspects 
of the game and creates a remarkable expe-
rience & endless possibilities for the customer 
and the owner.

The Customers Uses the RFID wristband to op-
erate the game. The wristband transmits all 
type of games statistics to the server.

The Room experience is triggered by either 
the wristband or the props within the game. 
All the actions end up to the software that au-
tomates the game and provides a flowless ex-
perience.

All the game data end up to the reception and 
the company cloud storage. The customer will 
pay exactly according to the time he has 
spent in the rooms, and the reception will be 
able to operate this by just one click.



THE

LIVE SCORES

PROFILE STATUS

TROPHIES & ACHIEVEMENTS



THE

REGISTRATION PROCESS

LIVE GAME PROGRESS

MISSION INFOs & AUTOMATIONS



LOYALTY SCHEME

In our immediate future up-
grades, The Maze customers 
will have the ability to cre-
ate an account. The rest is 
being done by us. Except 
from the registration of 
their performance, we use 
the data in order to create 
a timeline of promotions, of-
fers, discounts and informa-
tion flow towards the custom-
er. The Maze Loyalty scheme is 
based on a unique algorithm 
that awards their returns in a 
scale system, both in terms of 
pricing and promotional & dis-
count opportunities.

Personalized online profile including all games 
played, achievements, times etc

Loyalty scheme, including levels of playing 
time, each unlocking different pricing & ac-
cess to offers, goodies & giveaways.

Software automation between the user and the owner. Everything 
that happens on the user interface, is automatically seen on the user 
platform, making thing such as vouchers, promos & other critical pro-
motions instantly available to both.

Connection of all data through the software. Everything 
is measured & exportable for 100% analytic & successful 
campaigning.

Export of players stats to owners, giving the 
ability to create personalized marketing.



WHY IS IT GOOD GAME

The Maze creates a sensational experience, based 
on some of the most popular group entertainment 
activities of the past decade: Escape rooms, laser 
arenas & fitness games.

The game will captivate players to an experience 
that combines physical abilities, brain tasks, 
observational skills, shooting & target accuracy, 
teamwork, suspense & adrenaline overflow. Also, 
the large number of room missions will keep play-
ers to their toes, making the overall experience 
addictive.

The Maze is considered an iconic solution for large 
entertainment venues and malls. The nature of the 
game promises high capacity for large numbers 
of players, while at the same time ensures the fre-
quency in availability, zero waiting times and the 
overall fundamental ability to visit, play, pay and 
return within a few minutes. All that without any 
necessity to occupy more than 2-3 employees!



WHY IS IT PROFITABLE

New business idea, that haven’t 
been around at all, making it 

easier & more attractive 
to promote.

Minimal operational 
expenses.

Almost zero consumables. 

Minimal staff expenses 
(20 rooms missions require 2-3 
game masters + 1 receptionist).

Large number of customers 
playing simultaneously (70-90)



WHAT YOU GET
Intelligent Entertainment, the company behind the successful entertainment project of The MindTrap – Escape Rooms, has the construction experience 
to deliver you with an excellent & innovative business that will amaze your customers & guarantee you an outstanding profit for many years to come. 
More specifically:

• Installation
• Door-to-door Shipping
• Staff Transport & Accommodation
• Game Props & Room Missions Constructions
• Unique Game Software & Cloud Automations
• Electronic Constructions & Compartments of the Game (Sensors, Activators etc)
• RFID Hardware
• CCTV & Computer Hardware
• Scenery Design, Decoration & Digital Prints/Wallpapers
• Stories & Gameplays of the rooms
• Rearrangement checklist of rooms
• Game Multimedia (soundtrack, sound library, visual effects)
• Software Operation Manuals
• Device Manuals
• Game, maintenance & troubleshooting manuals
• Spare Parts
• Six-month replacement guarantee for all game props
• Staff Training

• Digital printing on PVC tarpaulin (5mm)
• 32’’ & 27’’ Touch Screens & Tablets
• Elastic protective components and foam rubber safety mats 
• Electronic constructions (props) 
• Three (3) registration kiosks for the reception hall.
• Five Hundred pieces (500 pcs) of reusable silicon rubber The Maze RFID wristbands for players.

The Maze combines characteris-
tics that will excite any entrepre-
neur. A brand-new type of en-
tertainment, suitable for all ages, 
with low operational cost, large 
capacity, played with automated 
& technologically advanced ways. 
We are always open to discuss 
about your needs and tailor things 
on your specialties and demands.

500 m2

of flat space

The Maze
room missions require
around 20 m2 each.

100 m2

for other use

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

*includes 1-year support & guarantee 

*All electronic devices, compartments & items bear the appropriate CE Marking and are constructed 
and applied under all the relevant EU standards.

STANDARD SOLUTION

(the other space option is not compulsory for mall venues)

Our Standard solution offers you the construction and installation of the game, 
its hardware components and the original operations software, which you will have 
the pleasure to operate under your own business trademark sign.



All the Standard Solution features apply here, plus:

• Trademark sign
• Customer Loyalty Reward Platform & Software
• Responsive Website & Online Booking System
• Sales & Marketing plans / guides.
• Venue Identity: Staff outfits, venue billboards & interior decoration, Digital printing
• Merchandise items, solutions & designs
• Multimedia (photo/video/graphic designs) library for promotional purposes
• Offline Material: Flyer & Catalogue Designs
• 4 x Registration kiosks for the reception hall 
• One thousand pieces (1000 pcs) of reusable silicon rubber The Maze RFID wrist
    bands for the players.

PARTNERSHIP BENEFITS PARTNERSHIP SOLUTION

Partnership solution in simple words: In addition with the escape 

rooms creation (that takes place similarly with the standard solution), 

we deliver you with a ready to go branding option of our escape 

room brand, The MindTrap.

Our partnership solution comes with all the standard options as seen 

before (game installation, hardware & operation software), while on 

top of that you will have the chance to enjoy a full branded package 

that contains all the necessary tools to operate such a promising 

entertainment venue, with our Customer Loyalty Scheme standing on 

top of our partnership privileges; A scheme connected with our live 

game feed and our website, that will thrill your visitors and allow you 

to act towards the brightest personalized marketing you could get.



GAME TYPES
The Maze missions are divided in three categories, according to the game 
genre the teams will find in each.

FIRE
The symbol of fire is associated 
with energy, activity & strength. So 
are the Fire Missions at the Maze; 
The teams will stretch their physi-
cal limits to the max!

AIR
Air is identified as the symbol 
of intelligence. The players will 
surely need plenty of air in order 
to think right and act properly 
while playing the brain & intelli-
gence missions of The Maze.

WATER
A symbol related with flexibility. 
This missions category at The 
Maze will require the best out 
of their skills, handiness and 
accuracy from players!

EARTH
Our earth missions are under 
completion and they will be 
available soon, combining ele-
ments from the above types of 
games, in some extra-fun and 
spacious missions that will be 
considered as masterpieces of 
entertainment!



Everest
How good of a climber are you? This mission re-
quires the best of you climbing skills as you will 
need to conquer various micro-summits within a 
very short time!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2 

fun in the barn
A multidimensional mission that requires skills, 
physicality and team co-ordination! Two players 
must cycle as fast as they can to power up the 
available canons. When ready, the rest of the play-
ers must use the cannons to hit all the available 
targets on this old-fashioned barn!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2 

Fight for your ride
Have a seat at our ride! Don’ get too comfortable 
though, as you will need to guide your seat around 
the obstacles with a rope and reach the other end.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2 Desired space: 32m2 

MAD MAX
Move towards the other end of the room by 
hanging on the large truck wheels mounted on 
the wall, while avoiding to touch the ground. Your 
Spiderman skills will get you through!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:

FIRE



Could you walk through a gigantic spider web? 
In this mission, you will need to balance without 
falling down, while walking through countless of 
tight ropes that look and feel like a spider’s web!

You won’t have much time to think here. Just go 
through the ropes and make sure to avoid obsta-
cles  as well as falling down. The uphill way to-
wards victory will be waiting for you.

Fitness: Fitness:
Skills: Skills:
Intelligence: Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2 Desired space: 24m2 

A scenery that resembles of an old factory that 
you must escape by all means. Balance on spin-
ning wheels, avoid being thrown down by rotat-
ing trunks and win the industrial fitness challenge!

Hop on this beam and make sure you will not fall! 
The beam can literally get you anywhere inside 
the room so patience and precision in movement 
will certainly get you to the right end.

Fitness: Fitness:
Skills: Skills:
Intelligence: Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2 Desired space: 32m2 

spiders nest the rabbit hole

the factory acrobalance

FIRE



Move through the other end of a narrow surface. It 
sounds easy, right? What if this surface was next to 
a wall where boxing gloves are randomly punch-
ing their way out? You only help is the grips on the 
wall. A must-play adventure!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2 

Jump around barrels and platforms like a profes-
sional juggler. It sounds easy until you know that 
the platforms are moving and the barrel is spin-
ning! 

 

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2 

sucker punch

Cross the mission area without touching on the 
floor. All your hope to succeed is some small 
trenches and rails to step on and move towards 
the other end. While it sounds manageable, you 
should know that your main obstacle is a network 
of ropes placed around the area like spider nest, 
blocking the free movement towards victory!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m2 

just do it

Jump in a pool full of kindergarten balls and find 
all the secret buttons covered by the immense 
number of the balls. Then, push the buttons to-
gether and achieve the victory!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m2 

bubble bobble

the juggler

FIRE



Letter floor
A floor full of letter tiles. Follow the instructions on 
the screen and create the correct words by step-
ping on the correct letters each time. This Twist-
er-alike game will excite groups of people and 
provide guaranteed fun!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2 

GRAND PIANO
This musical objective will excite you. Follow the 
notes you hear from the speakers, and push the 
buttons that play the same note in the exact order 
you hear them.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

A MAZE
You will need to deal with a massive labyrinth here. 
It requires doog observation, quick decisions but 
above all good teamwork as you will all have to 
deal with this labyrinth to get it done within the 
time!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

Lights on
So many buttons, so little time! If you want to solve 
this riddle, you need to keep track of your steps, 
observe the travel of the light for each button you 
push, until you are sure that the combination you 
need is the right one.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

AIR



spin the wheel
Don’t get discouraged when you first have a look 
at the wheels. All you need to do is follow the track 
of logic, begin rotating them in the right direction 
and something amazing will happen!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

the joker
This mission requires the maximum of your ob-
servational skills. Look at the torn cards and figure 
out which one is their other half. Times runs fast so 
you don’t have the privilege of looking at them for 
a long time.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

reflections
Follow the laser light trail, use reflectors to guide 
the light towards the right spot. Be careful though, 
as one wrong decision might lead the laser line on 
a wrong spot and ruin your progress!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2 

Find the Difference
This mission will require the most of your observa-
tional skills! Compare all the differences between 
the images shown on the two screens. How well 
can you perform under the time pressure?

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

AIR



WATER

Space Jam
This mission will take you for a ride in a space 
themed place, where you will need to throw ten-
nis balls through the hole targets on moving and 
spinning planets!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

Laser Dance
If you ever wanted to play in a film ike Mission Im-
possible, now is your chance! Avoid all the laser 
lines of the maze and reach the other end without 
triggering the alarm.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m2 

Pitcher
You will become a pitcher throwing baseball balls 
in this mission. Only you will not be standing on a 
comfortable baseline, but on a moving beam!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

Labyrinth
This labyrinth is hanged from the ceiling, and re-
quires all team members to guide it physically un-
til the ball inside finds its target!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 



Golf courSE
Get the most of your inner Tiger Woods out! This 
mini-golf mission will suerely entertain you! 

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2 

Fill the Gap
Grab as many tennis balls as possible and fill the 
holes around you. If all of your team manages to 
fill in the right amount of balls, then the mission 
will be accomplished. Only if you are too quick of 
course!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

Goal
Your team is behind the scoreline and the time 
is short. Begin your counter attack and score as 
many goals as possible to become the next foot-
ball champion!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2 

Alley Oops
Time to become a true NBA champ! Score as many 
hoops as you can within the time limit. You buzz-
er-beater may be the one to give you the victory!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2 

WATER



THE MAZE
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The Maze Venue 
Standard Solution (20 Maze Missions):

Construction Total: 280,000€
License Fee: 500€ Per Mission Annually.

Partnership Solution (20 Maze Missions):
Construction Total: 260,000€

Support Fee: 200€ Per Mission Annually.
The Maze License Fee: 0,50€ Per Visitor Annually.



YOUR COMMITMENTS

Our Maze missions, will require some preparations from you 
prior to our arrival to install your new entertainment center. 
Specifically:

• the configuration of the reception and common areas, in ac-
cordance with the seller-designer’s suggestions.

• the venue’s electrical equipment, according to our floorplans 
and electrical plans finalized for you.

• The painting of walls and drywalls.

• the configuration of the room entrances and exits, windows, 
floors and the space’s walls/drywalls construction in general. 

• the transportation of waste produced in the course of works 
carried out, away from the business premises, or the presence 
of a waste bin outside the venue for as long our team installs 
the games to your venue.



ENTERTAINMENT LIKE



The Maze Industrial is an interac-
tive team game. Innovative in its 
roots, The Maze Industrial contains 
all the characteristics and benefits of 
The Maze (standard) game de-
scribed above, while twisting the 
theme and scenery of the venue 
where the game is played.

The venue requires zero drywalls or 
wall separations for the different 
missions. Instead, a grid of net and 
bars is set up in a totally industrial-
ized theme. The venue is trans-
formed into a giant game arena, 
making things more exciting for the 
theme-driven customers but also 
more convenient constructionally for 
the owner. 



REASONS TO CREATE

• No need to undertake drywalls and heavy construc-
tional work. We will create the project including the in-
frastructure from scratch for you, while you will not 
have to deal with constrcution, details to be taken into 
notice, working with 3rd and 4th party vendors.

• The Maze -Industrial- is a spacious, ceilingless and 
wall-free venue that becomes particularly friendly for 
the current state of things with COVID-19 as social dis-
tance is applicable.

• The Maze - Industrial - provides a way more themed 
and entertaining version of the game missions as the 
customers will be more captivated within the industrial 
environment. 

• Easy to rearrange the missions and create new ones, 
as the lack of closed walls and the mobility of iron 
bars and nets used, can provide an easy and low cost 
way to reshape. Due to the lack of heavy walls and 
drywalls, wirings and electronics are easy to be modi-
fied and switched. The same applies for the relocation 
of the whole game to another venue.

• Increased amount of health and safety of the venue 
operation. Employees can also inspect and be more on 
top things thanks to the overall transparent feature of 
the venue. 

• The delivery time of the project, from the day of the 
first bank installment till the completion and operation 
day 1, extends to 120 days. All that without any major 
concern or undertaking technical work from the new 
owner. 

• The Maze - Industrial - holds all benefits of the regu-
lar Maze project including the original Operations & 
Loyalty Software, while upgrading to a real and a 
100% turnkey solution. At the same time , the invest-
ment price remains the most competitive one in the rel-
evant market.



WHAT
Intelligent Entertainment, the company behind the successful entertainment project of The MindTrap – 
Escape Rooms, has the construction experience to deliver you with an excellent & innovative business 
that will amaze your customers & guarantee you an outstanding profit for many years to come. 
More specifically:

The Maze combines characteristics 
that will excite any entrepreneur. A 
brand-new type of entertainment, suit-
able for all ages, & technologically ad-
vanced ways. with low operational 
cost, large capacity, played with auto-
mated & technologically advanced 
ways. We are always open to discuss 
about your needs and tailor things on 
your specialties and demands.

*includes 1-year support & guarantee 

Installation
Door-to-door Shipping
Staff Transport & Accommodation
Venue iron constructions, doors & nets
Wooden (MDF & OSB) walls where necessary
Game Props & Room Missions Constructions
Unique Game Software & Cloud Automations
Electronic Constructions & Compartments of the 
Game (Sensors, Activators, etc.)
Electrical installation (we will require electricity access)
Venue & missions’ lighting
RFID Hardware
CCTV & Computer Hardware
Scenery Design, Decoration & Digital Prints/Wallpapers
Reception, main bar & server storage room creation
Stories & Gameplays of the rooms
Rearrangement checklist of rooms
Game Multimedia (soundtrack, sound library, visual effects)
Software Operation Manuals

Device Manuals
Game, maintenance & troubleshooting manuals
Spare Parts
Six-month replacement guarantee for all game 
props
Staff Training
Digital printing on PVC tarpaulin (5mm)
32’’, 27’’ & 24’’ Touch Screens & Tablets
Elastic protective components and foam rubber 
safety mats 
Electronic constructions (props)
Briefing videos for reception screens
Three (3) registration kiosks for the reception hall.
Two thousands pieces (2000 pcs) of reusable silicon 
rubber The Maze RFID wristbands for players.

*All electronic devices, compartments & items bear the 
appropriate TUV & CE Marking and are constructed 
and applied under all the relevant EU standards.

500 m2
of flat space

~20 m2 each
The Maze room
missions require

100 m2
for other use

(the other space option is not
compulsory for mall venues)

SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Our Standard solution offers you the construction and installation of 
the game, its hardware components and the original operations soft-
ware, which you will have the pleasure to operate under your own busi-
ness trademark sign.

STANDARD SOLUTION



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARTNERSHIP

*includes 1-year support & guarantee 

All the Standard Solution features apply here, plus:

Trademark sign
Customer Loyalty Reward Platform & Software
Responsive Website & Online Booking System
Sales & Marketing plans/guides
Venue Identity: Staff outfits, venue billboards
& interior decoration, Digital printing
Merchandise items, solutions & designs
Multimedia (photo/video/graphic designs) library for
promotional purposes
Offline Material: Flyer & Catalogue Designs
4 x Registration kiosks for the reception hall
One thousand pieces (1000 pcs) of reusable silicon 
rubber The Maze RFID wristbands for the players

Partnership solution in simple words: In addi-
tion with the escape rooms creation (that takes 
place similarly with the standard solution), we 
deliver you with a ready to go branding option 
of our escape room brand, The MindTrap.

Our partnership solution comes with all the stan-
dard options as seen before (game installation, 
hardware & operation software), while on top of 
that you will have the chance to enjoy a full 
branded package that contains all the neces-
sary tools to operate such a promising enter-
tainment venue, with our Customer Loyalty 
Scheme standing on top of our partnership priv-
ileges; A scheme connected with our live game 
feed and our website, that will thrill your visitors 
and allow you to act towards the brightest per-
sonalized marketing you could get.

PARTNERSHIP SOLUTION



EVEREST

How good of a climber are you? This mission 
requires the best of you climbing skills as you 
will need to conquer various micro-summits 
within a very short time!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2

FUN IN THE BARN

A multidimensional mission that requires skills, 
physicality and team co-ordination! Two players 
must cycle as fast as they can to power up the 
available canons. When ready, the rest of the 
players must use the cannons to hit all the avail-
able targets on this old-fashioned barn!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2



FIGHT FOR YOUR RIDE

Have a seat at our ride! Don’ get too com-
fortable though, as you will need to guide 
your seat around the obstacles with a rope 
and reach the other end.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2

MAD MAX

Move towards the other end of the room by 
hanging on the large truck wheels mounted on 
the wall, while avoiding to touch the ground. 
Your Spiderman skills will get you through!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2



SPIDERS NEST

Could you walk through a gigantic spider 
web? In this mission, you will need to balance 
without falling down, while walking through 
countless of tight ropes that look and feel 
like a spider’s web!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2

THE RABBIT HOLE

You won’t have much time to think here. Just go 
through the ropes and make sure to avoid ob-
stacles  as well as falling down. The uphill way 
towards victory will be waiting for you.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2



THE FACTORY

A scenery that resembles of an old factory 
that you must escape by all means. Balance 
on spinning wheels, avoid being thrown 
down by rotating trunks and win the indus-
trial fitness challenge!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2

ACROBALANCE

Hop on this beam and make sure you will 
not fall! The beam can literally get you any-
where inside the room so patience and pre-
cision in movement will certainly get you to 
the right end.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2



BUBBLE BOBBLE

Jump in a pool full of kindergarten balls and 
find all the secret buttons covered by the im-
mense number of the balls. Then, push the 
buttons together and achieve the victory! 

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m2

SUCKER PUNCH

Move through the other end of a narrow sur-
face. It sounds easy, right? What if this surface 
was next to a wall where boxing gloves are ran-
domly punching their way out? You only help is 
the grips on the wall. A must-play adventure!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2



JUST DO IT

Cross the mission area without touching on the floor. All 
your hope to succeed is some small trenches and rails to 
step on and move towards the other end. While it sounds 
manageable, you should know that your main obstacle is 
a network of ropes placed around the area like spider 
nest, blocking the free movement towards victory!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m2

THE JUGGLER

Jump around barrels and platforms like a 
professional juggler. It sounds easy until you 
know that the platforms are moving and 
the barrel is spinning! 

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 32m2



LETTER FLOOR

A floor full of letter tiles. Follow the instruc-
tions on the screen and create the correct 
words by stepping on the correct letters 
each time. This Twister-alike game will 
excite groups of people and provide guar-
anteed fun!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2

GRAND PIANO

This musical objective will excite you. Follow 
the notes you hear from the speakers, and 
push the buttons that play the same note in 
the exact order you hear them.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



A MAZE

You will need to deal with a massive laby-
rinth here. It requires doog observation, quick 
decisions but above all good teamwork as 
you will all have to deal with this labyrinth to 
get it done within the time!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2

LIGHTS ON

So many buttons, so little time! If you want 
to solve this riddle, you need to keep track of 
your steps, observe the travel of the light for 
each button you push, until you are sure that 
the combination you need is the right one.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



SPIN THE WHEEL

Don’t get discouraged when you first 
have a look at the wheels. All you need 
to do is follow the track of logic, begin 
rotating them in the right direction and 
something amazing will happen!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2

THE JOKER

This mission requires the maximum of your 
observational skills. Look at the torn cards 
and figure out which one is their other half. 
Times runs fast so you don’t have the privi-
lege of looking at them for a long time.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



REFLECTIONS

Follow the laser light trail, use reflectors to 
guide the light towards the right spot. Be 
careful though, as one wrong decision might 
lead the laser line on a wrong spot and ruin 
your progress!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 25m2

FIND THE DIFFERENCE

This mission will require the most of your ob-
servational skills! Compare all the differences 
between the images shown on the two 
screens. How well can you perform under 
the time pressure?

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



SPACE JAM

This mission will take you for a ride in a space 
themed place, where you will need to throw 
tennis balls through the hole targets on 
moving and spinning planets!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2

LASER DANCE

If you ever wanted to play in a film ike Mis-
sion Impossible, now is your chance! Avoid all 
the laser lines of the maze and reach the 
other end without triggering the alarm.

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 18m2



PITCHER

You will become a pitcher throwing baseball 
balls in this mission. Only you will not be 
standing on a comfortable baseline, but on 
a moving beam!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2

LABYRINTH

This labyrinth is hanged from the ceiling, and 
requires all team members to guide it physi-
cally until the ball inside finds its target!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



GOLF COURSE

Get the most of your inner Tiger Woods out! 
This mini-golf mission will suerely entertain 
you! 

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 24m2

FILL THE GAP

Grab as many tennis balls as possible and 
fill the holes around you. If all of your team 
manages to fill in the right amount of balls, 
then the mission will be accomplished. Only 
if you are too quick of course!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



GOAL

Your team is behind the scoreline and the 
time is short. Begin your counter attack and 
score as many goals as possible to become 
the next football champion!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 20m2

ALLEY OOPS

Time to become a true NBA champ! Score as 
many hoops as you can within the time 
limit. You buzzer-beater may be the one to 
give you the victory!

Fitness:
Skills:
Intelligence:
Desired space: 12m2



 

The Maze Industrial Venue
Standard Solution (20 Maze Missions):

Construction Total: 380,000€
License Fee: 500€ Per Mission Annually

Partnership Solution (20 Maze Missions):
Construction Total: 350,000€

Support Fee: 200€ Per Mission Annually
The Maze License Fee: 0,50€ Per Visitor Annually
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YOUR

Our Maze missions, will require some preparations from you 
prior to our arrival to install your new entertainment center.
Specifically:

• The venue’s air conditioning & ventilation system.

• The venue’s electrical equipment, according to our floorplans and elec-
trical plans finalized for you.

• The venue’s surrounding paintings & configurations.

• Fire security walls, equipment & emergency exits.

• The floor arrangement of the venue.  

• The subcontracting of porters to transfer the iron compartments from 
trucks to the venue.

• The transportation of waste produced in the course of works carried 
out, away from the business premises, or the presence of a waste bin 
outside the venue for as long our team installs the games to your venue.



AN INTERNATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY

26th Oktovriou 35, 54627 Thessaloniki, Greece, www.iegroup.gr
info@iegroup.gr, T. +30 2310254438, M. +30 693 7366 868


